kely to be positioned to attack us again right away. We might even come across isolated groups of police that are unpre- pared for a hostile crowd. The state is using chemical weapons and blunt force to cut short a joyful departure from the devastaring routine of a prison society, and it might be injuring our friends. Let’s respond to the height of their aggression.

Review of Black Bloc Manual 13th Edition, Chapter 12: choosing the right tool for the job. Not everything is a subs...
control and development of the labor market, often by combating unions and other organized labor. These efforts have been particularly notable in the extractive economy, where the goal is to maximize profit at the expense of workers. The extractive economy is characterized by the exploitation of workers, the use of non-renewable resources, and the prioritization of profit over social and environmental concerns. This system has led to significant social and economic inequalities, as well as environmental degradation. The extractive economy is not only driven by economic interests but also by political and social factors. The control of the labor market is often used as a tool to maintain power and wealth for the ruling class. The extractive economy has caused significant harm to workers, communities, and the environment. It is urgent that we work towards developing more sustainable and equitable economic systems that prioritize the well-being of all individuals and the planet.
For an Earth Night (every night): 40 Cars Have Tires Slashed in the Montreal Area

The day is described as a "night of noise" and "anti-capitalist" activists march through the city, setting off fireworks and calling for the abolition of the prison system. The protest is seen as a response to the impacts of climate change and the need for direct action to challenge corporate power.

The text also includes references to the impacts of climate change, such as rising sea levels and increased frequency of natural disasters, and highlights the role of corporations in contributing to these issues. The protest is seen as a way to "hit back" at the economy and challenge the status quo.

The text concludes with a call to action, urging people to "dream (and slash tires)", and to continue the struggle against corporate power.
sometimes called criminogenic factors, can be mitigated by interventions and include attitude, associate, substance use, and antisocial personality patterns. The RAST is more advanced and more useful to judges, juries, and parole boards in three specific ways. First, since the Department of Justice’s National Institute of Justice administers it at the federal level, it relies on an exceptionally large, nationwide data set. Second, the data is continually reassessed for its predictive validity. It is reviewed annually to determine how often RAST correctly classifies offenders, accounts for static and dynamic factors, and makes effective sentencing decisions as measured by the rate of recidivism. Finally, RAST differs from traditional risk assessment tools because it takes into account more than answers to questionnaires. Static and dynamic factors are used in combination with specific, real-time data such as an offender’s behavior and location.”

The Canadian Bar Association is also talking about implementing AI in the justice system here. Karim Benyekhlef, the expert on the matter, is responsible for the cyberjustice lab at UDM. Fujitsu has also been making waves in Canada. Montreal is planning to sign a 2-million-dollar contract with the Japanese company to make the city “smarter.” Fujitsu is supposed to develop systems that will help direct traffic in order to improve emergency response times. The company would link all of the city’s traffic cameras into a single network to analyze the flow of traffic in order to increase efficiency and monitor traffic.

“Although the scope of these projects seems to be all-encompassing, odds are that a lot of the development and applications of these technologies are still in their infancy and quite vulnerable. However, the possibility that these projects will reach their completion in the near future is very likely. We like to think that through our actions, we can inspire others to attack these developments on which systems of domination and social control will increasingly depend. Through conversations and research, we can find the weaknesses of these architects of complacency, and strike.”

– some individuals against authority

April 2019, Montreal // Twitc/ake
Open Letter to Climate Strikers

First of all, thank you. Thank you for giving a shit. For deciding that there are futures worth fighting for, even when the future being imposed on us looks increasingly bleak. The good news is that you are here, with your body, along with so many others around the world. Today we have a chance to acknowledge that we are connected to each other and to the living and non-living beings on this planet, in ways that are far more complex and beautiful than any hashtag could express.

Every few days, another horror story, or another prediction, reminds us that is not already in armed struggle. Their March 15th and ours shouldn't prudently ignore one another. Because, you know, our infinite capacity for disinterest in what's going on outside of our milieu maybe isn't among our best qualities. Maybe, in fact, it's interesting that mainstream environmentalism is seeing the possibility for a certain offensiveness opened up (offensiveness that of course exists already in land defense struggles and among radical environmentalists).

Guys! We really don't want to be the 50 dumbasses just doing their annual March 15th demo, believing we're experimenting with the actions of their civil war, and not even able to feel concerned by the fact that people who have never gone on strike have begun saying that the climate is a structural question.

How about we admit that environmental concerns are one of the rare things right now that are pushing people to make changes in their lives. Perhaps we shouldn't let this momentum pass us by completely, even if sometimes it seems driven solely by the winds of neoliberalism. We could work to return to it the functorial dimension that should in all logic be its foundation.

The night of March 15th, we'll be happy to find ourselves amongst one another. But we've got to remember that when something really goes down, we're always the first to be surprised, so let's keep on the lookout for what could surpass us.

You come home at night. Your smart home measures you of your old mother who lives alone: the sensors securing her smart home don't report anything unusual about her blood pressure or medication consumption. She does not need help. In short, without you, your life unfurls just as it should. It's such a convenience.

IBM & The Society of Constraint
March 17, 2019, 5am — At dawn today, on the International Day Against Racism, the racist and colonial John A. Macdonald Monument (1895) was again vandalized with paint.

This time, the #MacdonaldMustFall group in Montreal claims responsibility. Our action is undertaken in solidarity and support with worldwide actions and mobilizations against racism and fascism, including #UniteAgainstRacism demonstrations across Canada, coordinated by the Migrant Rights Network.

The vandalism this morning marks at least the sixth time that the Macdonald Monument has been vandalized in the past two years (previous actions, by our count, on November 12, 2017, June 27, 2018, August 17, 2018, October 7, 2018, and December 24, 2018).

The #MacdonaldMustFall group renews the media: John A. Macdonald was a white supremacist. He directly contributed to the genocide of Indigenous peoples with the creation of the brutal residential schools system, as well as other measures meant to destroy native cultures and traditions. He was racist and hostile towards non-white minority groups in Canada, openly promoting the survivalist cultures and traditions. He was racist as other measures meant to destroy native cultures and traditions.

According to Séamus Singh of the Delhi-Dublin Anti-Colonial Solidarity Brigade, the 2019 attack was again vandalism.

It should come as no surprise that the Macdonald Monument is targeted by activists and the public alike. The monument’s presence on public space is a constant reminder of colonialism and its enduring legacy. It is a monument to the oppression and violence inflicted upon Indigenous peoples and other marginalized communities.

The #MacdonaldMustFall group calls for the removal of the monument from public space. They argue that it is a symbol of colonialism and racism, and that its continued presence is a violation of the rights of Indigenous peoples.

March 24, 2019 — A landmark bronze statue to Queen Victoria, unveiled in 1900 and located on Sherbrooke Street atMcGill University, was vandalized last night, in advance of the upcoming Demonstration Against Racism and Xenophobia.

Queen Victoria statues in Montreal were targeted at least three times last year: this past Christmas Eve by Santa’s Rebel Elves, on Victoria Day by the Henri Paul Anti-Monarchist Brigade, and on St. Patrick’s Day (2018) by the Delhi-Dublin Anti-Colonial Solidarity Brigade itself.

According to Stámas Singh of the Brigade: “This year we decided to wait one week after St. Patrick’s Day, to better time our action with anti-racist organizing in Montreal.” The Brigade emphasizes, however, that they are not involved directly or indirectly with the organization of today’s important anti-racist march.

Lakshmi O’Leary, also a member of the Delhi-Dublin Anti-Colonial Solidarity Brigade explained: “Actually, we had to spend a considerable amount of time to remove the thick plastic covering which has kept the statue hidden since December, when it was covered in red paint on Christmas Eve.” She added: “We left the hood on Queen Victoria’s face, since, if Irish and Indian anti-colonial rebels in the last century had their way, she would have been properly hanged for her crimes.”

The Brigade asserts that the presence of Queen Victoria statues in Montreal are an insult to the self-determination and resistance struggles of oppressed peoples worldwide, including Indigenous nations in North America (Turtle Island) and Oceania, as well as the peoples of Africa, the Middle East, the Caribbean, the Indian subcontinent, and everywhere the British Empire committed its atrocities.

The statues are also an insult to the legacy of revolt by Irish freedom fighters, and anti-colonial mutineers of British origin. The statues particularly deserve no public space in Quebec, where the Québécois were denigrated and marginalized by British racists acting in the name of the puritan monarchy represented by Queen Victoria.

Queen Victoria’s reign, which continues to be whitewashed in history books and in popular media, represented a massive expansion of the barbaric British Empire. Collectively her reign represents a criminal legacy of genocide, mass murder, torture, massacres, terror, forced famines, concentration camps, theft, cultural denigration, racism, and white supremacy. That legacy should be denounced and attacked.

Last night’s action is motivated and inspired by movements worldwide that have targeted colonial and racist statues for vandalism and removal: Cornwallis in Halifax, John A. Macdonald in Kingston (Ontario) and Victoria (BC), the Rhodes Must Fall movement in South Africa, the resistance to racist Confederate monuments in the USA, and more.

In the words of another Delhi-Dublin Anti-Colonial Solidarity Brigade member, Udhnn Connolly: “Our action is a simple expression of anti-colonial and anti-imperialist solidarity, and we encourage others to undertake similar actions against racist monuments and symbols that should be in museums, not taking up our shared public spaces.”

Stámas Singh concludes: “This time, however, we are not asking for this statue in particular to be taken down; as long as it remains vandalized with green paint, with Queen Victoria’s head in a hood, it can stay up.”

We hope this information serves as a resource for a diversity of projects opposing border enforcement. Whether a particular ‘Inland Enforcement Officer’ or ‘Intelligence Analyst’ is an active white supremacist, doesn’t think much about politics and believes it’s a job like any other, or feels shame and remorse about their work, their continued activity in the CBSA puts migrants and migrants’ communities at risk.

It should come as no surprise that people will identify these agents and make it clear that their role in a violently racist and colonial system won’t be tolerated.

Love & rage, anarchists.
Migrant Prison: Nighttime Sabotage at Lemay Company Headquarters

On the night of April 14th, we paid a visit to Lemay’s headquarters in St. Henri to make a contribution to the struggle against the construction of a proposed new migrant prison, set to open in 2021 in Laval, QC. Lemay is a major architecture firm involved in designing the prison. We shut off access to the building by gluing all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all major architecture firm involved in deconstructing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, sig
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Reportback from Montreal’s May Day Against Borders

> No Borders May Day, which gathered at 6:30pm at Square Cabot in the west end of downtown Montreal. Shortly after the few-hundred strong group left the square, heading south on Atwater towards St Henri, a small black bloc at the rear of the demo took shape, shielded by a rear-facing banner reading “All Bosses are Bastards”. Construction fencing, pylons, and other materials were dragged into the street, creating distance between the demo and the cops following behind. Flyers had been passed out at the departure point encouraging people to take both sides of the street and the sidewalks as an attempt to prevent cops from using the sidewalks to flank the demo. This largely worked, no side cops were able to take position.

The demo turned west on Notre-Dame and then north on Greene, heading towards the headquarters of Lemay, an architecture firm designing the proposed migrant prison. As the demo approached the building, a dumpster was lit on fire at the back of the demo and rolled backwards towards the bike cops trailing the demo, creating a bit of a buffer in the lead up to what was to come. At Lemay, people attacked the building, breaking the large windows at the front and side of the building with rocks, billiard balls, and improvised battering rams. Paint bombs covered the facade on two sides of the building as well. Flyers were distributed explaining Lemay’s role in the construction of the migrant prison. Riot cops deployed, too late, in front of the Lemay building, and were met with rocks. They responded to the escalating situation with tear gas, and the demo turned north off of St-Jacques. Though the demo split and some people scattered due to the tear gas, minutes later two large groups met up on St-An
toine, a major artery leading to a highway on-ramp — the dispersal attempt was unsuccessful! Marching against already backed-up traffic, the raucous group dragged garbage and recycling bins into the street, lighting some on fire. Though the group continued to thin out over the next 15 minutes, a sizable demo marched east on Notre-Dame, leaving graffiti in its wake, and defending itself with fireworks shot at the cops.

This May Day was a marked improvement from last year, when a confronta
tion between flanking sidewalk cops and a black bloc at the front of the demo two minutes after departure isolated most of the demo to the building by gluing all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all major architecture firm involved in deconstructing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all the locks, signing the prison. We shut off access to all

Migrant Prison: Excavation Company Loiselle’s Offices Redecorated

The building facade of the excavation company Loiselle, located at 280 Pie-XII Boulevard in Saint-Timothée, was redecorated. The words “NO TO THE MIGRANT PRISON” can be read.

We do not know the intentions of the vandals, but we know that a new prison for migrants is supposed to be constructed in Laval, and that this company received the contract for decontamination and excavation for this project. It’s only logical that the companies involved in the construction of this prison would be targeted.

FUCK LOISELLE, FUCK THE CANADIAN BORDER SERVICES AGENCY, FUCK PRISONS, SOLIDARITY WITH MIGRANTS WITH OR WITHOUT PAPERS

Much of the ground may be covered in a thick sheet of ice right now, and piles of snow have been growing around the construction site for the new migrant prison in Laval for weeks, but that doesn’t mean the Canadian government isn’t hard at work preparing the next stages of construction for this monstrosity, nor that we should turn our attention away until after the spring thaw.

Early in February, it became public that the bidding period for the General Contractor contract had opened for the project, and that there would be people standing in the road leading to the security check-in for the bidders, and set up a picket, blocking the bidders’ vehicles from getting to the site. People there to pick up loved ones from the neighbouring prisons were welcomed through, and responded in kind with cheers and honks of support for the demo. Those present loudly communicated the deplorable nature of the prison project, and registered to all those considering working on it that there would be people standing in the way of the project at every stage.

People shouted, banged pots and pans, and blew on horns for over an hour, and had banners and signs against prisons and borders, as well as silhouette posters with the names of people deported in recent years. Company representatives present were personally called out, to let them know opponents of the project are aware of who they are. Some of the company representatives, sent by their bosses to attend the visit, expressed support for the demo following conversations with those in attendance. Over the course of an hour, most of the bidders had turned their cars around and left, accepting that they would not be allowed through. By 11am, an hour after the visit had been scheduled to begin, the group packed up their banners and left the area, leaving behind only a couple of cars — mostly Laval police.
ON THE NIGHT OF MARCH 19TH, THE SALES OFFICE OF HUMANITI HAD ITS WINDOWS SMASHED AND TWO LOMNEY TOWERS WERE RESEGREGATED USING PAINT-FILLED FIRE EXTINGUISHERS. WHAT DO THESE CONDO DEVELOPMENTS HAVE IN COMMON? THEY WERE BOTH DESIGNED BY THE LEAMY ARCHITECTURE FIRM, WHICH IS HELPING TO BUILD A NEW MIGRANT PRISON IN LAVAL, QUEBEC.

WHY NOT DISTURB THE PEACE AND QUIET OF THE CITIZENS OCCUPYING THESE LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS, WHOSE WEALTH AND COMFORT ARE FOUNDED UPON THE DISPOSSESSION, EXPLOITATION, AND IMPRISONMENT OF THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN HERE SINCE BEFORE THE COLONIZATION OF THIS CONTINENT, THOSE NEWCOMERS SEEKING A BETTER LIFE, SURVIVAL, OR PUSHED HERE BY EMPIRE, AND EVERYONE WHO RESISTS THE PREVAILING ORDER?

LEAMY, WE HOPE YOU ENJOY INFORMING YOUR FUTURE POTENTIAL CLIENTS THAT THEIR PROJECTS WILL BE SABOTAGED IF THEY HIRE YOU. SHOULD YOU CHOOSE NOT TO INFORM THEM, WE WILL ENJOY GIVING THEM A COSTLY SURPRISE.

TO ALL THOSE STRUGGLING AGAINST BORDERS IN SO-CALLED QUEBEC AND CANADA: LET US RELENTLESSLY ATTACK THE COMPANIES AND AGENCIES INVOLVED IN ANY WAY IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS MIGRANT PRISON, SO THAT IT CAN’T BE BUILT!

FIRE TO THE PRISON! SABOTAGE BORDERS, THEIR ENFORCERS, AND COLLABORATORS!

NO BORDERS. NO PRISONS.
MTLCOUNTERINFO.ORG